
I N T I M AT E  W ED D I N G S
at RED EARTH 

TADOBA KABINI GOKARNA



Intimate weddings

A destination wedding is a perfect idea for a union of two souls, two lives entwined, two 
families coming together, joined together forever in love. Red Earths are located in the 
choicest and most exotic locations, undisturbed by the mundane; nestled along 
less-frequented part of jungles, hidden behind the cliff with the privacy of an isolated beach 
all for itself, a large placid reservoir on all sides creating a sense of calm and timelessness.



Beautiful cottages dispersed amidst 
nature, merge with it. Sustainable 
architecture with mud walls, grass roofs 
and more, rich with creature comforts 
welcome you to a chic stay.  Wade pools, 
jacuzzis in room, private patios overlooking 
glorious views be it of the Arabian sea at 
Gokarna, teeming jungles and bubbling 
brooks of Tadoba, the infinite vista of 
Kabini reservoir add to your special 

occasion.

A 1400-year-old Shiva temple, 300-year-old 
Mango tree, chanting entreaties from a 
Jyothir Ling nearby, paganistic rituals of an 
ancient forest people, the calm waters that 
have flown for aeons, bless your union, with 
the songbirds chiming in the auspicious 
hour as butterflies flutter about restlessly 

welcoming all the guests.
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Located at the edges of the Nagarhole National Park, Kabini encompasses the spirit of both the 
wild and the divine. Exchange the sacred vows of togetherness with the wild as a witness! Have 
your ceremonies at our bespoke events hall. And for those that crave the truly traditional, 
celebrate under our wizened old mango tree by the backwaters, that’s 3 centuries old. 

Nestled in a peninsula with expansive backwaters on all 3 sides and the edge of the forest, we are 
home to 2 man-made lakes within the property. Right across our property there lies an ancient 
shiva temple, imbibing a sense of history and ancient culture throughout the region. 

Come spend a guilt free holiday/wedding at Red Earth Kabini. Whether it's empowering local 
communities through schools or using organic produce from our own garden, we are sustainable 
in every sense of the word.

Celebrating a new chapter, 
in solitude





A location that’s best suited for your special 
day. Nestled among the backwaters and 
the forests, in a different time, a different 
life. Red Earth Kabini is where your 
wedding was always meant to be. Be wed 
by Kabini’s backwaters, or inquire about our 
bespoke event hall that you can 
commandeer for the duration of the 
festivities. Since we only cater to small, 
exclusive groups, take comfort in the fact 
that Red Earth Kabini’s hospitality and 
expertise will always be at your behest, for 
the duration of your event, and even 
afterwards. And once the nuptials are 
complete, enjoy the company of your loved 
ones under the stars, and listen to a tiger 

roaring his blessing. 
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A land rich with natural and folk heritage. A 5 star property with an infinity pool and the very best of 
hospitality. Celebrate weddings at Red Earth Tadoba, with a whisper in the breeze and a spring in 
your step as you undertake one of the most important and joyful events of your life. What better 

place to do it than in the solitude of Tadoba? 

Exchange your vows amidst our private garden. Explore the land of the Gonds on foot, and be 
treated to the very best that Maratha cuisine has to offer. Unwind later in our jungle spa, set to the 

backdrop of the forest, rejuvenate all your senses. 

Walk together in the
aisles of the wild





Celebrate amongst the lap of the wild. Red 
Earth Tadoba is located at the fringes of 
Tadoba Tiger Reserve, in the isolated Zari 
region, where few other people intrude.  
Enjoy our private jungle spa. Take to our 
private gardens for your festivities. Become 

at one with the elements. 
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Red Earth Gokarna, our exclusive Wellness and Wellbeing Retreat is a favourite destination among 
the Yogis from around the world. An exquisite location at the edge of a cliff overseeing the Arabian 
Sea and a beautiful stretch of lonely beach, known for privacy and serenity. With divine incantations 
from ancient temples of Gokarna and Ankola suffusing the cool sea breeze, Red Earth is a divine 

destination for your dream wedding.

Cliff hugging property with indigenous plants and trees adding to the scenic vistas, wide-open 
spaces, large dining area indoor and alfresco overlooking the expansive Arabian Sea, pristine stretch 
of beach undisturbed by outsiders - pick your venue, and we will create an exotic stage for your 

sacred union. 

Celebrating unions 
with exquisiteness





Well-appointed private cottages built in the 
local style with grass roofs adding to the 
rustic charm of the retreat. Seaside Spa 
with the waves lapping up to the very walls 
as you indulge your senses at the hands of 
expert therapists. Start your married life 
with a conscious step towards wellbeing by 
training with our world-renowned Yoga 

gurus.

Konkan is a potpourri of flavours and 
palettes with influences from all around 
and across the sea as well. Red Earth 
Gokarna builds on this legacy adding to its 
repertoire from North India, Mughalai 
among others, from the world over, 
Continental and more. A wellness retreat, 
Red Earth specialises in Sattvic food and 
Vegan. Our recommendation; indulge in 
the fresh catch of the day from the choicest 
‘vegetable of the sea’ as the indigenous 
Saraswat Brahmins call fish. Tribal 
delicacies from the kitchens of Hallaki 

Gowdas is a must-try too.
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Take a step back in time and a step into tradition with your dearly beloved. Go through a simpler, 
more meaningful form of exchanging vows. At Red Earth properties, undertake a curated, bespoke 

Arya Samaj weddings, guided by priests with decades of experience. 

Arya Samaj weddings are a simpler affair compared to most Hindu weddings. The concept was 
formed by the Arya Samaj in the 19th century, and to this day remains a popular choice among many 

young couples looking to tie the knot. 

While some similarities appear between Arya Samaj weddings and traditional weddings, they are 
not the same. Arya Samaj weddings are done without the presence of an idol, for instance. They can 
also be undertaken by people from any faith or background, so long as they conform to all traditions 
of the Samaj. All wedding formalities and rituals take place around a sacred fire, and the entire event  
is much simpler and does not extend beyond a few hours. All this, while retaining its original essence 

and traditions, so for the more pious of patrons, an Arya Samaj wedding would be more than apt. 

Bathed in Tradition



Red Earth Wedding Concierge 

Bachelor Parties

Mehendi Ceremonies

Honeymoon Packages

Babymoon Packages

Wedding Photographer, 

Makeup Artist 

Entertainment



121, Raheja Arcade, Koramangala, Bengaluru
redearth.in

+91 87227 45555 info@redearth.in


